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Abstract: This study aims to monitor the deformation of bridges, namely in the form of long-term
deflection and thermal dilation, using multi-temporal interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR)
observations. To precisely estimate the vertical and longitudinal displacements, we used the InSAR
time-series technique with multi-track stacks of Sentinel-1 SAR dataset and a single-track stack of
COSMO-SkyMed SAR data over two extradosed bridge cases; Kimdaejung and Muyoung bridges
between 2013 and 2017. The vertical and longitudinal displacements are estimated using multi-track
Sentinel-1 SAR data and orientation angle of bridges, and we converted the displacements into thermal
dilation and long-term vertical deflection. From COSMO-SkyMed data, we calculated the horizontal
thermal dilation and long-term vertical deflection assuming that they dominantly contribute to the
horizontal and vertical displacements, respectively. This assumption appeared reasonable based on
the comparison with calculations from Sentinel-1 data. The deflection patterns exhibit downward
movements at the mid-spans between towers. The results reveal that both bridges have been suffering
long-term deflection over the observation period. Thus, this study verifies the potential to monitor
the long-term deflection and implies that the bridges need to be monitored periodically.

Keywords: SAR interferometry; bridge monitoring; PSI; long-term deflection; thermal dilation

1. Introduction

Periodical condition assessments of bridge structures are necessary for the appropriate maintenance
and repair of structural damage and the deterioration caused by natural hazards and aging. In order
to ensure the safety of the bridge structures, it is important to monitor the structural behaviors and
various dynamic responses of bridge structures over a period. These include deflection, displacement
induced by thermal expansion and vibration. Various monitoring methods and sensors, such as
leveling, accelerometer, and GPS are being employed to assess the health of bridges [1–5]. Recently,
the ground-based microwave interferometer has also been verified for both the static and dynamic
monitoring of bridges [6,7]. However, due to the installation costs of in-contact sensors and inadequate
periodical field surveys, long-term time-series monitoring for many bridges has not been carried out.

The space-borne InSAR technique is identified as a robust tool to measure the displacements of
infrastructure and natural terrain. The main advantage of time-series interferometric techniques such
as persistent scatterer interferometry (PSI) and small baseline subset (SBAS) is the measurement of
displacement at sub-centimeter accuracy [8–11]. Also, the high spatial resolution images acquired from
the recently developed X-band SAR sensors increase the potential to monitor the bridge structure in
detail. In recent times, the constellation of SAR sensors have allowed us to obtain SAR images with
a short temporal baseline; thus increasing the interferometric coherence for reliable measurements.
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Therefore, the potential of space-borne InSAR plays a key role in the long-term monitoring of the
bridge structure by providing complementary information about health status.

Several studies have highlighted the estimation of displacement of artificial structures such as
dams, skyscrapers, and bridges, and demonstrated the efficiency of time-series interferometry [12–15].
In the case of bridges, time-dependent deflection and thermally-induced displacements are major
displacement components. Numerous studies have shown the potential of InSAR to measure the
thermally induced displacement that exhibits a seasonal changing pattern [14,16–20]. However,
long-term deflection, which is caused by creep, shrinkage, relaxation, and aging of the bridge structure,
have not yet been fully examined using time-series interferometry. The creep in the concrete structure
refers to the inelastic strain that gradually increases under the sustained load, and the shrinkage is a
shortening caused by the loss of moisture [21,22]. Such factors could affect the internal distribution
of stresses and change the characteristics of the structure. Therefore, the deflection term needs to
be taken into account as it is an important factor for monitoring the structural health of the bridge.
In general, the interferometric phase comprises the mixed signal of thermal dilation effect and long-term
deflection signal, among other noise terms. In order to measure the deflection, which is independent
of temperature variations, the contribution of thermal dilation and error terms should be isolated from
the interferometric phase.

This study aims to estimate the long-term deflection signal from the measured displacement for the
case study at Kimdaejung and Muyoung bridges by introducing a novel methodology. Section 2 presents
brief descriptions of the bridges and SAR dataset used in this study. Section 3 presents the methodology
for estimating displacement through time-series interferometry using X-band COSMO-SkyMed and
C-band Sentinel-1A/B SAR datasets and their interpretation based on the structural behavior of bridges
(i.e., deflection and thermal expansion). The analysis of displacement on each case studied with
subsequent discussion is presented in Section 4. Finally, the conclusion of this paper is summarized.

2. Study Area

In this study, two extradosed bridges located in the southern part of South Korea have been
selected as case study areas for monitoring the long-term deflection using time-series interferometry
(see Figures 1 and 2). The extradosed bridges are an intermediate type of the cable-stayed bridge and
girder bridge, which have been developed since the 1990s as a new type of structure; the lower height
of the extradosed bridge is a distinguishing feature from the cable-stayed bridge [23]. In addition,
the construction is much easier than constructing the cable-stayed bridges as the optimal height of the
tower is nearly half of the cable-stayed bridge. Larger girder stiffness is another special feature of the
extradosed bridge compared to the cable-stayed bridge.

2.1. Overview of Bridges

Kimdaejung Bridge is a cross-sea bridge connecting Aphae-do and Muan-gun located on
Jeollanam-do. Interestingly, the bridge was designed as a combined form of an extradosed and
prestressed concrete box girder bridge. Thus, the center section of the whole structure is categorized as
the extradosed bridge with a span of 325 m. This extradosed bridge has two main towers of 15.5 m
high from the deck. Twelve piers spanning 60 m each without external cables support the remaining
decks; and the mid-span, which is the longest span, is about 155 m. The superstructure consists of
a triple-cell prestressed concrete box girder of height varying from 3.58 m at mid-span and 5.5 m at
piers. The total length is 925 m and the lateral width is 24 m. As shown in Figure 2a, the bridge was
constructed as a symmetrical structure, and the middle part over the whole span is stayed by six
external cables connecting the two main towers. The construction of this bridge started in June 2003
and was completed in December 2013.

The second case, Muyoung Bridge, is a six-span continuous extradosed bridge crossing the
Yeongsan River. It is located along the national highway connecting Muan-Gun and Yeongam-Gun.
This bridge has a total length of 860 m, spans of 100.0 + (165.00 × 4) + 100.0 m and a lateral width
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of 26.6 m. The superstructure is a triple-cell prestressed concrete box girder of height varying from
3.2 m in the mid-span to 5.5 m over the supports. There are twelve external cables, deflected in steel
saddles and anchored in the box girder with 4 m spans. The static scheme of the bridge is illustrated in
Figure 2b. Unlike the first case, the Muyoung bridge was designed as an extradosed bridge where all
the decks are stayed with cables by five towers of 22.5 m high (Figure 2b). The structure was built
between 2004 and December 2011.

Figure 1. (a) Footprints of descending Sentinel-1 (yellow polygon), ascending Sentinel-1 (green polygon)
and descending COSMO-SkyMed (red polygon) for study areas. Aerial photos of (b) Kimdaejung
Bridge and (c) Muyoung Bridge. Green lines and yellow lines indicate ascending and descending
tracks, respectively. Red lines indicate the longitudinal direction of the bridges.

Figure 2. Schematic overview of (a) Kimdaejung bridge and (b) Muyoung bridge.
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2.2. SAR Dataset

In order to estimate the long-term deflection of the bridges, we collected three SAR image stacks
from COSMO-SkyMed (CSK) (descending) and Sentinel-1 A/B (ascending and descending). The first
stack constitutes 52 CSK stripmap images acquired from 2013 to 2017 from the descending passes,
over the Mokpo city, Jeollanam-do, South Korea. As an X-band SAR sensor, its pixel spacing is 1 m
in slant range and 2.2 m in the azimuth direction, and its ground range pixel spacing is about 3 m.
CSK is a 4-spacecraft constellation that revisits the same site every four days on average and can also
achieve a 1-day revisit time. However, we used a limited number of CSK images that maintain a time
interval of up to two months between each scene and ensured the maintenance of high interferometric
coherence. The acquired CSK images have the same polarization (HH) with an incidence angle of
about 26.6 degrees. Both bridges are covered in the same frame.

Secondly, we used two stacks of 61 ascending and 67 descending interferometric wide (IW)
mode Sentinel-1 (hereinafter dented as S1) SAR scenes, in order to analyze the vertical and horizontal
displacements. The total time spans of S1 data are from October 2014 to July 2018 for ascending pass
and from October 2014 to February 2018 for descending pass. S1 operates in C-band having spatial
resolution of about 5 m by 20 m with 250 km swath. IW mode has three sub-swaths acquiring the images
by electronically steering the beam from backward to forward with dual polarization (i.e., VV and VH).
A first and third sub-swath of ascending and descending stacks, respectively, cover both the target
bridges. In our study, only VV polarization data were used for analysis. Another specific advantage
in the use of S1 stacks is the short temporal baseline. The mission is composed of two identical SAR
satellites, Sentinel-1A, and 1B, sharing the same orbital plane. They can provide a short revisit time of
six days, minimizing temporal decorrelation. The temporal and perpendicular baselines for the three
interferometric stacks are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Perpendicular baseline vs Temporal baseline plot (a) CSK (b) Sentinel-1 Ascending (c)
Sentinel-1 Descending. Each line represents interferometric pair used in this study.

3. Application and Interpretation of PSI

This section describes the methodology to obtain the long-term deflection and the thermal dilation
from the single-track scenario (CSK) and multi-track scenario (S1 ascending and descending). Figure 4
briefly shows the workflow of the approach applied in this paper. It is worth noting that the workflow
of the single-track scenario was independently carried out with the multi-track scenario (S1 ascending
and descending). For the single-track scenario, the procedures to estimate the long-term deflection
and thermal dilation mainly consist of three steps: 1) PSI analysis, 2) spatial pattern extraction of
the long-term deflection and the thermal dilation and 3) time-series reconstruction of the long-term
deflection and the thermal dilation as shown in Figure 4. The PSI analysis is identically applied to
the stacks of the single-track and the multi-track scenarios, which will be explained in Section 3.1.
However, the additional procedure was carried out for the multi-track scenario, i.e., conversion from
LOS displacement to vertical and longitudinal displacement (Section 3.3). Then, the spatial pattern
extraction and the reconstruction of the target signals (i.e., long-term deflection and the thermal
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dilation) were carried out based on what the displacements represent, which will be described in detail
in Sections 3.3 and 3.4. Both results will be cross-validated using the real-data for the two cases in the
next section.

Figure 4. Flow chart for the bridge monitoring method presented in this paper.

3.1. Application of Time-Series PSI and Its Interpretation

Initial steps for the application of the PSI technique start with the co-registration of images by
selecting the reference (master) image for each stack concerning the spatial and temporal baselines
to minimize decorrelation. For generating the stacks of the conventional differential interferograms,
we implemented GAMMA software for both space-borne SAR data [24]. For the CSK dataset,
the slave imageries are resampled, referring to the master image acquired on May 5, 2015. In the
case of S1, the scenes acquired at Jan 19, 2017 and Nov 26, 2016 were selected as master imageries
for the ascending and descending tracks, respectively. In order to remove the topographic phase,
the Shuttle radar topography mission (SRTM) Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) with 30 m spatial
resolution were used [25]. The multi-looks were not performed in this processing in order to preserve
enough pixels along the bridge structure and to prevent smoothing. For InSAR time-series analysis,
the StaMPS (Stanford method for persistent scatterers), which is a PSI algorithm, was implemented
to the stacked differential interferograms [26]. The initial persistent scatterers (PSs) were selected
based on the amplitude dispersion and spatial coherence to eliminate the false-detected PSs which
come from the water body. The thresholds of amplitude dispersion and spatial coherence were 0.6
and 0.2, respectively The chosen pixels were further refined based on the noise characteristics, which
are residual contribution after discriminating the components related to the linear displacement,
and topographic errors. After that, the initial 3D unwrapping procedure, which finds the solution in
the space and time domain, were carried [27]. The unwrapped phase consists of three components,
namely displacement d, atmospheric phase screen, Φi

APS, and residual topographic height, ∆H. A stack
of N unwrapped interferometric phase can be written as follows [18],

∆Φi =
4π
λ

(
di +

Bi

Ri sinθi ∆H
)
+ Φi

APS (i = 1, . . . , N) (1)
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For the ith interferogram, ∆Φi is the interferometric phase between two acquisitions with the radar
wavelength λ, perpendicular baseline B, slant range R and incidence angle θ. The first and second
terms are related to displacement and residual topographic error, respectively. The third term is the
effect of differential atmospheric phase delay, which was estimated by low-pass filter in space and
high-pass filter in time. The atmospheric phase screen was removed from the interferometric phase.

For the displacement d, we can introduce the bridge displacement model to address the two
specific terms, namely; (1) thermal dilation and (2) long-term deformation. The thermal expansion
exhibits the seasonal change and is often expressed as a function of temperature changes, ∆Ti and
thermal expansion variable, kT. Thermal dilation is one of the common displacement patterns observed
in the human-made structures, and has been presented in several previous studies [14,16–19,28,29].
The long-term deformation of a bridge structure is induced by shrinkage, aging, and creeps. It scales
with time span, ∆ti [21]. Thus, the displacement model, d, for interferometric phase can be introduced
as follows [18]:

d(t, s) = v(s)·∆ti + ∆Ti
·kT(s) + dresi(t, s) (2)

where v is the linear displacement rate; the residual displacement component, dresi, is related to the
contribution which is not modeled with the linear displacement, and the thermal expansion. In the
context of bridge displacement behavior, the dresi consists of a variety of displacement sources. One of
them is the dynamic behavior caused by the live loads such as traffic. Also, the non-linearity of the
long-term deflection, which is not explained with linear velocity rate, is one of the components of the
dresi. Since the differences between the observed temperature data and real temperature of the bridge
components may mislead the estimation of kT, the remaining contribution of the thermal dilation can
be involved in dresi. The linear displacement rate v is deeply related to long-term deflection, mainly
caused by creep and shrinkage because the time independent effect such as a dynamic deflection is
ruled out in this procedure. Thus, the spatial patterns of v extracted from Equation (2) is determined by
long-term deformation, governed by the static structure, types of deck, boundary conditions between
superstructure and foundations, etc. without the heterogeneous pattern caused by dynamic behaviors
over the observation periods. Also, the spatial pattern can be assumed as consistent with the magnitude
variation over the time period. For thermal dilation, the same idea can be applied. Consequently,
the non-linearity of the long-term deflection and the refined thermal dilation can be recalculated using
the spatial patterns of them. We can make the spatial shapes of the long-term deflection and the
thermal dilation by normalizing the v and kT.

v′ = v/
∑N

s=1
v(s) and kT

′ = kT/
∑N

s=1
kT(s) (3)

where s represents the pixels on the bridge. Note that the v′ and kT
′ are unitless. The time dependent

non-linear effects can be extracted again in time-series using the following equations.

di
resi

(
ti
)
= a

(
ti
)
·kT′+ b

(
ti
)
·v′+ c

(
ti
)

(4)

The coefficient a
(
ti
)

is related to the refinement of the residual contribution of thermal dilation
which is caused by the temperature differences between the observed temperature and real temperature.
Meanwhile, the coefficient b

(
ti
)

is the refinement coefficient for non-linear deflection derived from
the spatial pattern of linear displacement rate. By adding this term, the temporal evolution of the
long-term deflection—whether the deflection is progressing or being stabilized—can be estimated.
The coefficients are estimated from a regression method for each scene, which is relying on the spatial
pattern of the long-term deflection and the thermal dilations. Finally, the nonlinear displacement due
to the long-term deflection and thermal dilation can be obtained as follows:

di
de f = v·∆ti + b

(
ti
)
·v′ (5)
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di
thermal = ∆Ti

·kT + a
(
ti
)
·kT′ (6)

The goodness-of-fit of the displacement model to the unwrapped phase can be evaluated using
temporal coherence, γt with the number of the interferometric pairs, N.

γt =
1
N

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
N∑

i=1

e j| 4πλ dresi |

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (7)

By implementing the long-term deflection and the thermal dilation in the model, the temporal
coherences for all cases were improved. For example, in the analysis of Kimdaejung bridge using CSK,
we found that the mean value of γt was enhanced from 0.35 to 0.78. Here, we again excluded the pixels
with low temporal coherence below 10% among the whole pixels.

A dynamic deflection induced by the live loads is possibly involved in the interferometric phase.
However, this is impossible to estimate and verify without temporally dense independent observations
such as an accelerometer, a high-frequency GPS, or a ground-based radar interferometer. To minimize
such effects, in the above approach presented here, the non-linearity effects are estimated based on the
spatial pattern of the long-term deflection assuming the pattern consistency. The temperature variation
could also influence the deflection in some types of bridge. To isolate its contribution and focus on the
time-dependent deflection, the thermal dilation variable, kT, is introduced using the temperature data.

3.2. Geolocation Correction

In general, the height information of the newly constructed structures is not available in the
digital elevation models. For instance, the SRTM DEM, which is freely available and widely used
for topographic phase removal, has the terrain information at the time of data acquisition, which is
February 2000 [25]. Both of the bridges in this study did not exist during the time of the SRTM SAR
data acquisition. The inaccurate height information leads to errors in displacement estimation and
scattering target locations both in the horizontal and vertical planes. In particular, the relocation of
the pixels with the elevation error is important for vertical structures such as buildings and bridges
as the PS pixels should be mapped onto the three-dimensional space. Fortunately, we can estimate
the residual topographic information based on the relationship between the spatial baselines and the
residual phases in Equation (1) [19,30]. After estimating the residual topographic error term using
Equation (1), the location error in LOS plane can be approximately re-estimated as follows based on
the geometry of the SAR sensor:

∆s = ∆H· cotθ (8)

where, ∆s is the ground distance error caused by the residual topography on the line of ground-projected
look vector. The location errors in the east-west plane and north-west plane are expressed with the
azimuth heading angle measured clockwise from the north.

∆x = ∆H· cotθ· cosϕ and ∆y = ∆H· cotθ· sinϕ (9)

Considering the typical heading direction of SAR satellites at the latitude of the study area,
ϕ = −12~−8◦ along ascending tracks and ϕ = 188~192◦ along descending tracks, these expressions
indicate the topographic errors are dominantly in the east-west direction.

For instance, 52 CSK interferometric pairs having the perpendicular baseline variation are available.
Based on the relationship between the perpendicular baseline and the unwrapped phase, the residual
topography information can be estimated in Equation (1). The reconstructed topographic information
was evaluated with the airborne Lidar data covering Kimdaejung bridge. The comparison shows
that PSs are aligned along the deck of the bridge structure (see Figure 5). Its root-mean-square-error
(RMSE) is 0.39 m, which indicates the reconstructed topographic height agrees well with actual height.
Employing residual topographic information, the geolocation of PSs can be re-geocoded using Equation
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(9). The PSs overlaid on the aerial photo are shown in Figure 6. It is found that the PSs are located
on the barrier wall and guardrail because they have the high-amplitude, meanwhile, the pixels over
the pavement road have not selected due to their low-return signals. These results imply that the
displacement signal is well isolated from the topographic error terms in Equation. (1).

Figure 5. Height comparison for Kimdaejung bridge between airborne Lidar (black) and updated
height from the PSI approach for a stack of CSK (red).

Figure 6. Locations of identified PSs (a) before (blue dots) and (b) after the geometric correction (green
dots). (c) Zoom-in photo of the yellow rectangle of Figure 4b.

According to [31], the residual height estimation using multi-temporal interferometric technique
is a function of the number of scenes, the geometrical parameters such as a standard deviation of the
baseline, slant range distance, and incidence angle, and the radiometric parameters such as wavelength
and standard deviation of phase. As shown in Figures 5 and 6, the short wavelength and large
orbital tube diameter (~2000 m) of CSK allow the accurate height estimation and geo-relocation. Thus,
we can expect the successful extraction of isolating the topographic phase from the displacement
component. Meanwhile, S1 has small orbital tube diameter (~100 m) may negatively affect the
performance of the residual height estimation. In our case for Kimdaejung bridge, the comparisons
between lidar DSM and reconstructed height from S1 show 5.08 m and 2.97 m of RMSE for ascending
and descending paths, respectively. These values approximately correspond to 7.42 m and 3.13 m of
ground geolocation errors for ascending and descending datasets. S1 is designed to be appropriate for
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measuring displacements by maintaining the small perpendicular baseline. Thus, the small orbital tube
ensures that the sensitivity to inaccuracy of the residual height estimation is relatively low. Therefore,
we still rely on the displacement performance of S1 PSI.

3.3. Estimation of Thermal Dilation and Long-Term Deflection Using Asc-Desc PSI

Interferometric SAR dataset acquired from a single track can only measure the one-dimensional
displacement along the line of sight (LOS) direction. Using SAR dataset acquired from ascending and
descending passes, we can decompose the displacements along the two LOS directions into vertical
and horizontal displacements [32,33]. Considering the orientation of the bridge structure and the SAR
imaging geometry, and assuming that the bridge-lateral displacement is negligible, the vertical and
longitudinal displacements are estimated using the following formula with ascending and descending
PSI displacements: [

dasc

ddes

]
=

[
sin(ϕasc − α) sinθasc cosθasc

sin[ϕdes − α] sinθdes cosθdes

][
dlon
dver

]
(10)

In Equation (9), θ indicates incidence angle and ϕ and α represent the azimuth angles of
satellite heading vectors and the orientation of bridge, respectively, measured clockwise from the
north. The longitudinal and vertical displacement can be obtained by inverting the geometric matrix.
The sensitivity of the longitudinal displacement is a function of the heading, orientation, and incidence
angles of ascending and descending geometry, while that of the vertical displacement is only determined
by the incidence angles.

In practice, the spatial location differences of the identified PSs and the acquisition time differences
of ascending and descending SAR dataset could lead to difficulty in retrieving the time-series of the
vertical and longitudinal displacements. In order to avoid blurring spatial and temporal pattern
of displacement, the interpolation step is needed to be carefully carried out in space and time.
After relocating the PSs based on the estimated height error and geometry of each track, as explained
in Section 3.2, we evenly defined the interpolated points along the longitudinal axis covering the
whole span. The pixels near the points within the window across the longitudinal bridge are averaged
separately for the ascending and descending tracks. In the time domain, the whole acquisition
time of ascending and descending track are concatenated to create the new acquisition time array.
We interpolated each pixel in time and produced the common acquisition time array so that the
ascending and descending PSs have concurrent data points. Then they were used to reconstruct
the vertical and longitudinal displacements using Equation (10). Using the displacement model,
Equations (2)–(6), and ithe nversion process, we estimated long-term displacements and thermal
dilation in both longitudinal and vertical directions.

3.4. Estimation of Thermal Dilation and Long-Term Deflection Using Single Stack PSI

The multi-tracks approach allows us to provide the 2-dimensional displacements, which is
important for the comprehensive interpretation of the bridge monitoring. However, multi-track data
are not always available. Therefore, we studied the performance of a single-track SAR data for the
bridge structure monitoring. To accommodate the reduced number of dimensional constraints of
the data, we made two assumptions: (1) thermal dilation occurs only in the longitudinal directions,
(2) long-term deformation only leads to vertical displacements. Hence, the problem is reduced to
estimating vertical long-term deformation and horizontal (longitudinal) thermal dilation. From LOS
displacement, the longitudinal thermal dilation can be obtained from the relationship between the
temperature and LOS displacement as formulated in Equation (6). The spatial pattern of the long-term
deformation can be also extracted from Equation (5) using the temporal baseline. Then, both signals are
refined using Equations (3)–(6) in order to extract the nonlinear time-series displacements related to the
long-term deflection and residual component of thermal dilation. Since the long-term displacements are
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assumed to be purely vertical, it can be calculated using the incidence angle as follows (i.e., Equation (5)
and the first row of Equation (9)):

di
vertical_de f =

(
v·∆ti + b(ti

)
·v′)/ cosθ (11)

Similarly, the thermal dilation is calculated using Equation (6) and the first row of Equation (10) as
follows:

di
horisontal_thermal = (∆Ti

·kT + a
(
ti
)
∆kT′

)
/(sin(ϕ− α)∆ sinθ) (12)

We tested our assumptions using the multi-track InSAR observations, and the results are explained in
detail in the following section.

4. Results

The estimation of the long-term displacements and thermal dilation of the two bridges are
presented in this section. As described in Section 2.2, we used single-track (descending) observations
of the CSK data and dual-track (ascending and descending) observations of the Sentinel-1 data.
The Sentinel-1 observations were decomposed into two-dimensional space (vertical and longitudinal
directions) and were used to estimate the long term and thermal displacements. We quantitatively
compare both cases for two bridges.

4.1. PSI Displacements: Kindaejung Bridge

The orientation of the Kimdaejung Bridge is about 189◦ clockwise from the north, almost parallel
(~2◦) to the azimuth heading direction of the descending orbit (Table 1 and Figure 1b). This can be
recognized as a special case because the observations of descending orbit are not very sensitive to the
longitudinal displacements, and we can safely assume that the LOS observations of CSK PSI results
are almost entirely from the vertical displacements. We also used the ascending and descending track
dataset for the S1 stack, so the vertical displacement can be decomposed using Equation (10).

Table 1. Geometric parameters of Sensors over Kimdaejung Bridge.

Description Descending (CSK) Ascending (S1) Descending (S1)

Incidence angle 27.9◦ 34.4◦ 43.5◦

Azimuth heading angle 191◦ −11◦ 191◦

Angle difference (ϕ− α) 2◦ −199◦ 2◦

Figure 7 shows that the vertical linear displacement rates obtained from PSI result using CSK
stack, and S1 stack. The negative values indicate the downward displacement and the positive values
means the upward displacement. It is worth noting that the significant downward displacement is
observed at the mid-span between two towers, which is located in the center of extradosed bridge,
for both stacks. The observed spatial pattern of the deflection in the single-span bridge is typically
observed in many cases [1,34]. The thermal behaviors are also calculated using Equations (2)–(6),
however, the displacement caused by the thermal dilation along the vertical direction does not exceed
1 mm over the whole span for the whole observation period. Thus, the contribution of thermal dilation
can be safely negligible.
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Figure 7. Vertical linear displacement rate (mm/year) derived from (a) S1 PSI and (b) CSK PSI for
Kimdaejung Bridge.

In order to quantitatively evaluate the two PSI results, we illustrate the spatial distributions of
vertical displacement rate along the longitudinal axis, as shown in Figure 8. The patterns derived from
the two datasets are identical, however, the displacement observed from the CSK were stronger than
the S1 results as shown in Figure 8. In particular, the difference significantly appears at the span where
the strongest subsidence is observed. The RMSE of the vertical velocity between CSK and S1 reaches
1.26 mm/year. This inconsistency is possibly due to the two reasons which are the underestimation of
the horizontal displacement or the characteristic differences between two sensors. In order to clarify the
reasons, we also applied PSI to the multi-looked interferograms from CSK dataset. We took 5 (range) ×
6 (azimuth) looks to achieve a similar spatial resolution of the Sentinel-1 data. The investigations show
that the subsidence rate is much similar to the S1 subsidence rate showing RMSE of 0.85 mm/year,
implying the discrepancy is a result of the spatial resolution differences of CSK and S1 dataset.

Figure 8. Spatial distributions of the vertical displacement estimated from S1 (red rectangle), single-look
CSK (green circle), and multi-looked CSK (yellow triangle).
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In order to understand the behaviors of long-term deflection in detail, we used the inverted
distance weighting (IDW) interpolator to obtain the weighted average displacement for each acquisition
date and calculated its standard deviation with a 5-m window along the longitudinal axis. Among
them, we selected the representative dates of the displacements and plotted the along cross-section of
bridges as shown in Figure 9. Also, we illustrated the time-series of vertical displacement caused by
long-term deflection for all acquisition dates including CSK and S1 at the points between P7 and P8
where the most significant displacement shows. The largest downward displacement is observed at
mid-span reaching around 47 mm at the end of observation period. Interestingly, the displacement
rates are almost zero near the towers (P7 and P8), which means the deck nearby the towers appears to
be immovable over the observation period. On the other hand, upward displacements are observed at
the middle parts between towers and prestressed concrete box girder bridge, i.e., mid-spans of P6–P7
and P8–P9. Based on this observation, we can identify that the beam stayed by the cable is bending at
mid-span and is strongly supported by the piers. Moreover, the significant downward displacement at
mid-span of the extradosed bridge leads to hogging the outer parts of the beam. In contrast to the
extradosed bridge part, the prestressed box girder bridges show the range between −5 mm to 5 mm
for 5.5 years, except P13, which means that the bridge parts along P1-P6 and P10-P13 have remained
relatively stable. For P13, it might represent the presence of the ground subsidence, however accurate
analysis was not performed because the pixels located on ground near P13 are decorrelated.

The time-series displacements at the location of maximum downward displacement and piers
are shown in Figure 9b. The multi-looked time-series displacement extracted from the CSK show
a similar level of the displacement of S1 data over the overlapped period. The deflection has been
continuing from the first acquisition of the CSK dataset up to end of the observation (S1 dataset) with a
similar level of the displacement rates. This indicates that the Kimdaejung Bridge has been undergoing
bending and deflection at a constant rate, so continuous monitoring and analysis needs to be carried
out in order to assess the health of the structure and potential risk.

Figure 9. (a) Temporal evolution of the deflection of the Kimdaejung bridge. (b) Time-series of vertical
displacement at mid-span between P7 and P8 estimated from S1 (red rectangle) and CSK (green circle).
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4.2. PSI Displacement: Muyoung Bridge

The second case is the Muyoung bridge which has the 144◦ orientation angle clockwise from
the north. Considering the satellite heading directions of descending and ascending track as listed
in Table 2, both stacks of CSK and S1 observations have significant sensitivity to the longitudinal
displacements and the vertical displacements. Thus, a more comprehensive analysis is required to
obtain reliable signals related to the long-term deflection as a general case in practical applications.

Table 2. Geometric parameters of Sensors over Muyoung Bridge.

Description Descending (CSK) Ascending (S1) Descending (S1)

Incidence angle 26.3◦ 35.2◦ 42.5◦

Azimuth heading angle 191◦ −11◦ 191◦

Angle difference (ϕ− α) 25◦ −133◦ 25◦

4.2.1. Thermal Dilation Analysis

To estimate the thermal dilation effect of the bridges structure, we applied the methods described
in Section 3. In detail, the thermal dilations for the vertical and longitudinal displacements can
be extracted separately using a combined dataset of the descending and ascending S1 dataset by
estimating the component that is linearly correlated with the temperature data (see Figure 10a).
Meanwhile, the thermal dilation along the longitudinal axis of the CSK dataset was obtained under
the assumption that the temperature variation does not affect the vertical displacements. Hence,
the temperature-correlated component was estimated first in LOS direction and converted to the
longitudinal direction using the CSK imaging geometry and the orientation of the Muyoung Bridge
(see Figure 10b). This assumption is a key component for the estimation of the thermal dilation and the
long-term deflection of a bridge using single-track SAR observations. This seems reasonable based
on the observation of the spatial distributions of the thermal dilation extracted from the S1 dataset as
shown in Figure 11a. Based on the correlation between the vertical displacement and the temperature,
its coefficient is relatively smaller than the horizontal thermal dilation. The mean value of the vertical
thermal dilation is around 0.03 mm/◦C meaning that the temperature variation of this study area only
causes the around 1.2 mm of displacement difference between winter and summer season. Thus, it is
not surprising that the majority of the thermal dilation is contributed by the horizontal thermal dilation.
Figure 11b,c shows the horizontal time-series displacement at span and pier estimated from S1 and
CSK datasets. Apparently, both the estimates have strong correlations with temperature variation and
magnitude of thermal dilations.

Interestingly, both analyses using the S1 and CSK datasets show the similar increasing patterns
of thermal dilation from northwest to southeast. Here, the positive values indicate that the positive
temperature variation induces the movement of the object toward the southeast, while the negative
values lead to the movement toward the northwest. According to the thermal dilation profile, the values
range from –5 mm/◦C to 4 mm/◦C, which means that the temperature difference between summer and
winter can lead to displacement differences in the longitudinal axis. Such dramatic discontinuities are
also observed at the end of the bridge, which corresponds to the location of thermal expansion joints.
Also, the decks on the piers (towers) are affected by thermal dilation as shown in Figure 11b. From the
aspect of bridge engineering, the superstructure of Muyoung bridge is constructed as a continuous
span, meaning that all spans are connected and they are behaving as one long structure. This type of
structure is preferred in extradosed bridges in order to increase the length of span and to use fewer piers.
This is why Muyoung bridge demonstrates a huge magnitude of thermal dilation in the horizontal
direction without discontinuities. In previous research focusing on the bridges with multiple thermal
expansion joints, the thermal dilation shows discrete patterns at the thermal expansion joints having a
relatively small magnitudes [17,35]. Therefore, the spatial pattern of the thermal dilation is governed
by the types of deck, boundary conditions, and locations of thermal expansion joints.
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Figure 10. Vertical displacement rate (mm/year) calculated from (a) Sentinel-1 and (b) COSMO-SkyMed.
Thermal dilation (mm/◦C) calculated from (c) Sentinel-1 and (d) COSMO-SkyMed for Muyoung bridge.
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Figure 11. (a) Vertical thermal dilation estimated from S1 dataset (yellow triangles) and horizontal
thermal dilations estimated from CSK (green circles) and S1 (red squares) dataset. Arrows represent the
locations of towers. Time-series of horizontal displacements at (b) pier 4 and (c) mid-span between pier
4 and pier 5. Green circles and red squares represent the PSI results of CSK and S1 datasets, respectively.
Gray dots indicate the temperature.

The deck, as a superstructure of the Muyoung bridge, is composed of the prestressed concrete.
It is possible to analyze the physical property of this material using a linear correlation between the
estimated thermal dilation and length of the bridge structure, as shown in Figure 11. Their gradients
from CSK and S1 datasets are 8.4 × 10−6/◦C and 10.0 × 10−6/◦C, respectively, indicating that the
temperature variation causes the change of the length of the bridge, and it is proportional to the total
length of the structure. A typical value for the concrete material is around 10.0× 10−6/◦C, ranging from 7
to 12 × 10−6/◦C [36]. Therefore, the estimates of the thermal dilation coefficient are on reasonable range.

4.2.2. Long-Term Deflection Analysis

The vertical displacement rates calculated from asc-des stack of S1 dataset and single-track CSK
dataset clearly reveal the spatial pattern of long-term deflection as shown in Figure 10a,b and Figure 12a.
It is interesting that the pixels with high displacement rates are mainly found on the decks between
the towers’ staying cables (mid-spans). These phenomena are found identically in both X-band and
C-band PSI results and are similar to the case of the single-span extradosed bridge (Kimdaejung Bridge).
However, unlike the case of the single-span extradosed bridge, the multiple deflection patterns between
towers are also observed due to the structure type of the multi-span bridge. Hence, the results indicate
that every span stayed by the cable is prone to long-term deflection. The longitudinal displacement
rate derived from the dual-track S1 dataset does not exceed that 0.5 mm/year. This result implies that
the single-track PSI assumption for conversion from LOS to vertical direction is acceptable.

At each mid-span, the vertical displacement rates computed from CSK dataset and S1 dataset show
the different range of values, hence, −5 to −3.5 mm/year for the CSK dataset and −3.5 to −2.5 mm/year
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for the S1 dataset were detected. The RMSE between the two velocities reaches 0.95 mm/year. In order
to understand this inconsistency, we reprocessed the PSI method after applying the multi-looking
(5 range × 6 azimuth) to CSK dataset corresponding to the similar spatial resolution of S1 dataset.
The coarse resolution PSI results closely match the S1 PSI results as illustrated in Figure 12a and its
RMSE is 0.75 mm/year. This result represents that the coarse spatial resolution of the S1 dataset can
smooth the spatial patterns of the deflection.

The vertical velocities near the piers are nearly zeros, as expected, implying that the piers are
strongly supporting the superstructure (see Figure 12a). The time-series of the vertical displacement
at P3 was illustrated in Figure 12b, clearly showing a small variation over the observation time.
Meanwhile, the time-series of the displacement between P3 and P4 shows that the span between piers
has been continuously subsiding as shown in Figure 12c. Its vertical displacements had reached 8, 12,
17, and 22 mm at end of the year 2013, 2014, 2016, and 2017, respectively.

Figure 12. (a) Vertical displacement rates derived from CSK (green circles) and S1 (red squares) dataset
using PSI analysis. Yellow triangles are from multi-looked CSK dataset. Blue arrows indicate the
locations of towers (piers). Time-series of vertical displacements at (b) P3 and (c) mid-span between P3
and P4. Green circles and red squares represent the PSI results of CSK and S1 dataset, respectively.

In order to assess the long-term deflection components in the spatial domain, we made the evenly
spacing distance array and applied the IDW interpolator along the longitudinal direction as shown in
Figure 13. The spans between towers have been growing over the observation period, in particular,
the spans between pier 1 and 2, and pier 4 and 5 show stronger deflection.
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Figure 13. Temporal evolution of the vertical deflection referring the image acquired at 2013/01/03.
Lines indicate the average value and areas represent the confidence interval of one-sigma.

5. Discussion

This study analyzed two extradosed bridges, the Kimdaejung Bridge and Muyoung Bridge, for
their long-term deflection using the PSI technique on X-band COSMO-SkyMed and C-band Sentinel-1
dataset. Even though the displacements along the LOS direction themselves can be used for the analysis
of the thermal dilation and deflection, the interpretations along the vertical and longitudinal axes are
obviously more advantageous in order to physically understand the historical behavior of the bridge
structures. Therefore, we collected the S1 dataset acquired at the ascending and descending tracks,
and resolved the vertical and longitudinal displacements. The S1 dataset, which is freely available to
the public and has the small temporal baseline, is appropriate to capture the displacement signals,
however, the relatively coarse spatial resolution may smooth the spatial patterns of displacement
as found in our case studies. Meanwhile, the X-band CSK sensor has a higher resolution, whereas
the cost of collecting dataset may challenge comprehensive analysis such as measuring both vertical
and horizontal displacements. With a reasonable assumption that temperature change dominantly
induces horizontal displacement, the thermal dilation and the vertical displacements were successfully
estimated from the PSI analysis on a single-track stack of CSK data, and they were cross-validated
with the values derived from the dual-track S1 data. This implies that the single-track PSI analysis
also has the potential to estimate the vertical and longitudinal displacement of bridges. However,
the factors which can influence the displacement behaviors, such as types of bridge, static structure and
so on, should be taken into account for the purpose of realistic assumptions. For example, temperature
variation can also lead to vertical thermal dilation in the case of the deck suspended by a cable because
the length of the suspender (steel wire) is elongated by the temperature variation, and results in the
vertical movement of the span [20]. If the bridge is a hyperstatic structure, meaning that the number of
constraints is greater than the degrees of freedom, the thermal dilation leads to vertical movement as
well [16]. Therefore, the background information for the bridge or/and the additional measurement of
displacement, including GPS, leveling, and extra PSI results, which were Sentinel-1 A/B results in this
study, need to be comprehensively combined for reasonable interpretation.

In addition to the long-term deflection and thermal dilation, the ground subsidence and scouring
effect could be sources of the displacement [37,38]. According to [39], the consolidation of the soft
layer where the piers are located extensively affects ground subsidence and leads to the subsidence of
the bridge as well. Further, significant displacements can be introduced by scouring effects, finally
leading the bridge to collapse [40,41]. However, our cases seem to be unlike the above cases. In general,
the ground subsidence extensively causes the displacement in space, then accordingly its effect appears
over not only spans, but also at the piers. If the scouring effect exists, then displacement around the
piers should be noticeably significant. However, the long-term deflections we identified from our
cases appear along the spans between piers, not at piers. In contrast, the displacements at piers are
stable over the observation period. Thus, the spatial pattern of the long-term deflection is opposed to
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the scouring effects and distinguishable from the ground subsidence. Also, the temporal behavior of
the ground subsidence and souring effects is different from thermal dilation. The ground subsidence
often shows steady movement. In the case of the scouring effect, it can show up suddenly before the
bridge collapses due to a flood event; alternately, the continuous subsidence caused by periodical
erosion process can induce the collapse. In contrast, the displacement caused by the thermal dilation is
a seasonal phenomenon, thus an elongated length during the summer season is recovered during the
winter season. Therefore, the temporal behavior of the thermal dilation is different from those of the
ground subsidence and scouring effects. Based on the above perspective, it is reasonable to understand
that the displacements observed on the Kimdaejung and Muyoung bridges are not related to ground
subsidence and the scouring effect. It is worth noting that the number of PSs selected from the CSK
dataset is much higher than that of S1, as listed in the Table 3. The percentage of S1 is higher than
CSK because the CSK has the capability to illuminate objects, including the pavement road, barrier,
etc. over the deck in detail; however, the low-backscattered signal of the paved road is not selected as
the PS. Meanwhile, in the case of S1, the effective summed scattered signals in the relatively coarse
resolution can be selected as a PS candidate by increasing the SNR. Bridges are challenging targets for
remote sensing because they contain a variety of sources that affect the interferometric phase. Dynamic
motions with a high gradient over the small area, including the thermal dilation, short-term deflection
due to vehicle movement, and long-term deflection are reasons for this. Thus, it is advantageous to use
high-resolution imagery for unwrapping without ambiguity. Therefore, the efforts presented in this
paper to utilize high-resolution imagery even in constrained circumstances, such as single-track PSI,
are meaningful.

Table 3. Statistic of PSs for two bridge cases.

Sensors CSK S1 Asc. S1 Des. CSK S1 Asc. S1 Des.

Bridge Kimdaejung Bridge Muyoung Bridge

Number of PS 2531 311 314 1320 239 327
Total pixel 6422 543 487 3896 571 518

Percentage (PS/Total) 39.4% 57.3% 64.5% 33.9% 41.9% 63.1%
Spatial density
[number/km2] 114,010 14,009 14,144 57,702 10,447 14,294

6. Conclusions

The accurate estimation of long-term displacement is important for the structural health
monitoring of bridges. We demonstrate that space-borne SAR observations can be useful for the
routine measurement of bridge deformation. Particularly, the spatially dense measurements of the
time-dependent displacements can provide useful insights into the characteristics of deformation of the
bridge structure. We observed deflection patterns in the mid-spans staying the cables. This phenomenon
is commonly observed during the initial stage following bridge construction [1]. However, we identified
continuing long-term displacements occurring at Kimdaejung and Muyoung bridges. Continuous
monitoring of the bridges will provide useful information for better assessing the long-term behavior
and maintenance plans.

Presently, the methods for monitoring infrastructure, including bridges, based on SAR
interferometry may not be an alternative way to quantitatively evaluate health status because
purchasing the imagery, from sources such as CSK, practically analyzing SAR and implementing
the monitoring system require significant cost. Currently SAR communities have been aiming to
implement an automatic generation system for the differential interferogram and time-series analysis
as new imageries are updated and available [42]. Furthermore, the increment of freely available SAR
data, including S1 and NISAR mission, might present benefits with respect to the feasibility and
sustainability of providing a cost-effective tool [43].
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It is also essential to understand the current state and predict the future state considering
time-dependent factors for the maximum allowable deflection of the bridge. This might be possible
using three-dimensional finite element analysis. With these improvements, our understanding of the
displacement mechanism will be advanced to ensure the health of bridges, and ultimately to prevent
catastrophic events.
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